Weapon Breakdown by Caliber

The information in this report is based upon data from NJTrace, submitted by arresting agencies. It is preliminary and subject to further analysis. Shooting-Hits are defined as incidents where an individual is struck by a projectile fired from a firearm and survives and where the intention was not to injure or harm oneself. Shooting-Murders are defined the same except the victim dies as a direct result of the gunshot wound(s).
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*Other represents any city with fewer than three (3) crime guns

A crime gun is a firearm that was unlawfully possessed or used, or that was recovered from a crime scene or is otherwise believed to have been involved in the commission of a crime, or that was found property (e.g., abandoned or discarded).

Gun Recovery Numbers Statewide

- Total Crime Guns Recovered: 256
- Found Property/Turned in: 103
- Guns with Possessors: 153
- Individuals Arrested with More than One Crime Gun: 40

New Jersey Counties

New Jersey Cities
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